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L.U.C.A.S Active Systems

•  Two satellites, each with 8" neodymium speaker 

and 1" CD horn 

•  500-watt digital power amp for the 15" neodymium 

subwoofer 

• 2x 200-watt digital power amps for the satellites 

• MonoTilt™ for optimum sound-to-audience alignment 

•  15" subwoofer in an enclosure factory-equipped 

with casters 

• Total weight of the system: 44 kg/ 97 lbs.

Neodymium magnets 
lighten the load for 
utmost ease of use. 

HK Audio MonoTilt™ makes the 
most of the system’s sonic energy. 
With a tilt angle of 10°, you can aim 
the speakers directly at your audience. 
Listeners are treated to a clear, tightly 
focused sonic image.

The M20 pole mount 
ensures that the satellites 
are seated firmly without 
risk of wobbling or 
tipping.



If we were compelled to reinvent L.U.C.A.S 

today, the outcome would look suspiciously like 

L.U.C.A.S PERFORMER. Courtesy of the latest 

neodymium speakers and PWM power amp 

technology, it is even more compact and lighter 

than its popular predecessor. And its amazing 

sound quality and powerful performance come at 

an astonishingly affordable price.

From soothingly sweet dinner ambience to 

a big bang for rock-the-house party time, 

L.U.C.A.S PERFORMER does it all with style. 

Bringing to the table everything that made its 

The Entertainer’s Power Pack

L.U.C.A.S PERFORMER 

Satellite

The ultra-light mid/high unit is 

equipped with an 8" neodymium 

speaker plus a 1" neodymium 

compression driver mounted on a 

60° x 40° CD horn. The HK Audio 

MonoTilt™ pole-mount cup is 

integrated into the cabinet base in 

order to make possible optimum 

sound-to-audience alignment.

L.U.C.A.S PERFORMER 

Subwoofer

A 500-watt digital power amp 

drives the 15" neodymium 

subwoofer. The enclosure 

houses all the circuitry, 

including the 2x 200-watt 

digital power amps for the 

satellites. The subwoofer 

is factory-equipped with 

rugged casters to facilitate 

transportation.

forebear the entertainer’s best friend, it is truly 

a plug & play proposition, sparing your nerves 

and saving time. This latest generation is an 

evolutionary advance, a perfected version of the 

original L.U.C.A.S. Weighing in at several pounds 

lighter, high-quality speakers sporting neodymium 

magnets conjure a uniform soundscape that 

remains gorgeously smooth from low to high 

volume levels. The digital power amps also lighten 

the load. Endowed with extremely fast signal 

processing capability and an impressive 900 watts, 

they drive L.U.C.A.S PERFORMER to deliver top-

drawer audio quality.


